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1 INTRODUCTION

The results in this paper were initiated by a question from Nikiel, Tuncali and
Tymchatyn. They asked [7, Problem 9.10.] when the inverse limit of an inverse
system X = {Xa, Pab,A}of hereditarily locally connected continua with monotone
surjective bonding mappings Pabis a hereditarily locally connected continuum (a
continuous image of an arc).

We shall prove that X = limX is a hereditarily locally connected continuum
if and only if each countable subsystem of X has a hereditarily locally connected
limit. Moreover, the following two statements are equivalent (Theorem 3.9): (i)
The limit of an inverse system of hereditarily locally connected continua with
surjective monotone bonding mappings is hereditarily locally connected, (ii) The
limit of an inverse sequence of hereditarily locally connected metric continua with
surjective monotone bonding mappings is hereditarily locally connected.

We say that X = {Xa, Pab,A}is a-directed if for each sequence al,a2, ...,ak,-
of the members of A there is an aEA such that a::::akfor each kElN.

THEOREM 1.1 Let X = {XaJ PabJA}be a a-directed inverse system of eompaet
spaees with surjeetive bonding mappings and alimit X. Let Y be a metrie eompaet
space. For eaeh surjective mapping f:X ---> Y there exists an aEA such that for eaeh
b::::a ihere exists a mapping gb:Xb ---> Y such that f = gbPb.
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Proof. Let B be a countable basis of Y and let V be the collection of all finite
subfamilies of B which cover Y. Clearly, card(V) = No· Hence, V = {Vn : nEliV}.
For each Vn f-l(Vn) is acovering of X. There exists an a(n)EA such that for
each b:2:a(n) there is acover Vnb of X, with p;;-l(Vnb)-<f-l(Vn)' From the (J -

directedness of A it follows that there is an aEA such that a:2:a(n), nEliV. Let
b:2:a. We claim that f(p;;-l(Xb)) is degenerate. Suppose that there exists a pair
u,v of distinct points of Y such that u , vEf(p;;-l(Xb)). Then there exists a pair x.y
of distinct points of p;;-1(Xb) such that f(x) = u and f(y) = v. Let U,V be a pair
of disjoint open sets of Y such that uEU and vEV. Consider the covering {U , V,
X\{u,v}}. There exists acovering v, EV such that Vn -<{U, V, X\{u,v}}. We
infer that there is acovering Vnb of X, such that p;;-I(Vnb)-<J-1 (Vn). It follows that
Pb(X)#Pb(y) since x and y lie in the disjoint members of the covering f-I(Vn). This
is impossible since x,yEp;;-I(Xb). Thus, f(p;;-l(Xb)) is degenerate. Now we define
gb: X, ->Y by gb(Xb) = f(p;;-I(xb))' It is clear that gbPb = f. Let us prove that
g, is continuous. Let U be open in Y. Then g;;-l(U) is open since p;;-l(g;;-I(U)) =

f-l(U) is open and Pb is a quotient mapping (as a closed mapping) .•

THEOREM 1.2 Let X be a compact space. There exists a (J - direcied incerse
system X = {Xa, Pab, A}of compact meiric spaces Xa and surjective bonding
mappings Pab such that X is homeomorphic to limX.

Proof. See [6, pp. 152 , 164] .•

THEOREM 1.3 (6, p. 163, Theorerri 2.j. If X is a locally connected compact
space, then th.ere exists an inuerse system X = {Xa, Pab, A}such that each. Xa is
a meiric locally connected compact space, each Pab is amonotone surjeciion and
X is homeomorphu: to limX. Conuerselu, the inoerse lim.it of such a system. is
always a locally connected com.pact space.

A continuous mapping f:X->Y is said to be confiuent [5, p. 225] if for each
subcontinuum Q of Y and each component K of f-I(Q) we have f(K) = Q .

A continuous mapping f:X->Y is said to be weakly confiuent [5, p. 226] if for
each subcontinuum Q of Y there exists a component K of f-I(Q) such that f(K)
= Q.

2 HEREDITARILY LOCALLY CONNECTED CONTINUA

A continuum X is said to be herediiarils] locally connected if each subcontinuum
of X is locally connected.

THEOREM 2.1 (3, Corolloru 3j. Let X = {Xa, Pab, A} be a (J - directed in-
uerse system. of herediiarihj locally connected continua Xa. Then X = limX is
hereditarilu locally connected.
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Let X = {Xa, Pab, A}be an inverse system. For each subset Lo of (A, S;)
we define sets Ln, n = O, 1, ... , by the inductive rule Ln+l = LnU {m(x,y):
x,yE Ln}, where m(x,y) is a member of A such that x.y S;m(x,y). Let L =
U{L,,: nE.DV}. It is dear that card(L) = card(Lo). Moreover, L is directed by
S; [7, Lemma 9.2]. For each directed set (A,S;) we define

A(T = {L : 0 1- LeA, card(L) S; No and L is directed by S;}.

Then A(T is o" - directed by inclusion [7, Lemma 9.3]. If L EA(T, let XL'>.= {Xb,
Pw, L} and XL'>.= limXL'>.. If L, r EA(T and L ~ r, let pt>.f: x- ---+XL'>. denotes
the map induced by the projections p~: Xr ---+X6, {j E L, of the inverse system
xr. Now, we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 2.2 [7, Theorem 9.4J. IfX = {Xa, Pab, A}is an inverse system., then
X(T = {XL'>.' PL'>.r,A(T} is a o" - directed inverse system. and lim.X and lim.X(T are
canonically hom.eom.orphic.

THEOREM 2.3 If X is a hereditarily locally connecied continuum., then there
exists a a-directed inverse system. X = {Xa, Pab, A }such that each Xa is a m.etriz-
able hereditarily locally connected continuum., each 'Pab is a m.onotone surjection
and X is hom.eom.orphic to limX.

Proof. Apply [8, Corollary 2.9J and Theorem 2.2 .•
Let X be a non - degenerate locally connected continuum. A subset Y of X

is said to be a cyclic element of X if Y is connected and maximal with respect
to the property of containing no separating point of itself. A cyclic element of a
locally connected continuum is again a locally connected continuum. We let

Lx = {Y eX: Y is a non- degenerate cyclic element of X}.

LEMMA 2.4 [7, Lem.m.a 2.2}. If C is a connected subset of X and YELx, then
en Y is connected (possibly void).

LEMMA 2.5 [7, Lem.m.a 2.3}. If f : X---+X' is a m.onotone surjection, then for
each Y ELx' there exists YELx such that Y ~f(Y). In particular, Lx is non
- em.pty if Lx' is non - em.pty.

The following theorem is a generalization of the well-known result of G.T. Why-
bum [10, p. 81J which asserts that a metric continuum X is hereditarily locally
connected if and only if each cyclic element Z~X is hereditarily locally connected.

THEOREM 2.6 A locally connected continuum. X is hereditarily locally eon-
nec ted if and only if each cyclic element of X is hereditarily locally connecfed.
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Proof. By virtue of Theorem 1.3 there exists a (5 - directed inverse system X =

{Xa, Pab, A }of metric locally connected spaces such that Pab are monotone and
X is homeomorphic to limX. Let us prove that each X, is hereditarily locally
connected. It suffices to prove that each cyclic element Za of X, is hereditarily
locally connected. By vir tue of Lemmaa 2.5 there exists a cyclic element Z of
limX such that Pa(Z)2Za. Since limX is homeomorphic to X, Z is hereditarily
locally connected. This means that Pa(Z) is hereditarily locally connected. It
follows that Za is hereditarily locally connected since Za <;;:Pa(Z). We infer that
each X; is hereditarily .locally connected since X, is a metric continuum. From
Theorem 2.1 it follows that X is hereditarily locally connected .•

3 I; - COHERENT CONTINUA

A space X is called (5 - coherent [4) if the intersection of every descending sequence
of connected subsets of X is connected.

The following facts are known.

REMARK 3.1 If X is a metric (5 - coherent continuum, then:

1. X is hereditarly decomposable ([4, Lemma 1)),

2. X is hereditarily arcwise connected ([4, Lemma 2)),

3. X is locally connected,

4. X is hereditarily locally connected.

In order to prove that each non-metric (5 - coherent locally connected continuum
is hereditarily locally connected we shali prove the following lemma.

LEMMA 3.2 Let X be a (5 - coherent continuum.lf j:X-+ Y is amonotone sur-
jection, then Y is a (J - cohereni continuum.

Proof. Let
Y12Y22 ... 2Yn2 ...

be a descending sequence of connected subsets of X. By virtue of [2, Theorem
6.1.29) each f-1(yn) is a connected subset of X. Now, we have a descending
sequence

r1(Yi) 2 r1(1S) 2 ...2 r1(Yn) 2 ...
of connected sets in X. The intersection X* = n{f-l(yn): nElN} is connected
since X is (5 - coherent. If Y* = n{Yn: nElN}, then f-l(y*) = X*. Thus f(X*)
= Y *. We infer that Y * is connected since X' is connected .•

Now we shali prove that each (J - coherent continuum is hereditarily locally
connected.
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THEOREM 3.3 I] X is a (7 - cohereni locally connected continuum, then X is
hereditarily locally connected.

Proof. If X is a metric continuum, then X is hereditarily locally connected
(see 4. of 3.1). Suppose that X is non-metric. By virtue of Theorem 1.3 there
exists a (7 - directed inverse system X = {Xa, Pab, A}of metric continua X; and
monotone surjective bonding mappings Pab such that X is homeomorphic to limX.
By virtue of Lemma 3.2 each X, is (7 - coherent. By virtue of 4. of 3.1 each X, is
hereditarily locally connected. We infer that X is hereditarily locally connected
(Theorem 2.1) .•
QUESTION 1. Is each (7 - coherent continuum hereditarily locally connected?
QUESTION 2. Let X = {Xa, Pab, A}be an inverse system of (7 - coherent
continua and surjective monotone bonding mappings. Is it true that X = limX
is (7 - coherent (hereditarily locally connected) ?

THEOREM 3.4 The property of being (7 - cohereni is cyclically reducible and
extensible.

Proof. If X is (7 - coherent and if Z is a cyclic element of X, then every descending
sequence of connected subsets of Z is a descending sequence of connected subsets
of X. Thus, the intersection of this descending sequence of connected subsets of
Z is connected. We infer that Z is (7 - coherent. Thus, the property of being
(7 - coherent is reducible. Let us prove that the property of being (7 - coherent
is extensible. Let {Yn: nEJN} be a descending sequence of connected subsets
of X and let Y = n{Yn: nEJN}. Let a.b be a pair of distinct points of Y We
shali prove that there exists a connected subset of Y which contains a and b. Let
E(a,b) = {a, b}U{xEX : a and b are in distinct components of X\ {x}} and let
C(a,b) = E(a,b)U{H: H is a cyclic element of X and card(HnE(a.b)) = 2}. If H
is one such cyclic element, then XH and YH denote the points of HnE(a,b). Recall
that C(a,b) is called the cyclic chain from a to b in X. Recall also that E(a,b) is a
compact space and::; is the natural ordering on E(a,b) from a to b which induces
the original topology on E(a,b), where ::; is defined by x::;y provided either x
= a#y or a and y are in distinct components of C(a,b)\{x}. Consider the set
K(a,b) = E(a,b)U{ynH: H is a cyclic element of X and card(HnE(a,b)) = 2}.
Let us prove that K(a.b) is a connected subset of Y Suppose that there is a point
xEE(a,b) which is not in Y. Then a and b are in the distinct components E and
F of X\{x}. There exists a nEJNsuch that x is not in Ym for each m2':n. Now,
Ym nE is a non-empty open and closed subset of Yn containing no point b. This
is impossible since each Ym is connected. Thus K(a,b )~Y In order to complete
the proof it suffices to prove that K(a, b) is connected. Suppose it is not. Then
there exists a separation K(a,b) = K] UK2. Let aEK] and bEK2. There exists a
first point of K2 in E(a,b) and a last point cEK] in E(a,b) that precedes d. Then
c and dare respectively the points XH and yH of some cyclic element H of X such
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that card(HnE(a,b)) = 2 (see (2) of the proof of Theorem 2 of [1] and the proofs
of (5.1) and Theorem 5.2 of [10, p. 71]). Now K, n(HnY) and K2 n(HnY) is a
separation of Hny. This is impossible since each Yn nH is connected (Lemma
2.4) and Hny = n{Yn nH: nEJN} is connected by the assumption that each
cyclie element of X is (J - eoherent .•

A surjection f: X-->Y is called locally weakly confiuent provided for each point
y of Y there exists a closed neighbourhood V of y in Y such that the restriction
flf-l(V) is weakly confluent [5, p. 226].

THEOREM 3.5 15, Theorem 3.1}. Locally weakly confiuent im.ages of meiric
h.ereditarily locally connected continua are hereditarily locally connected.

For non - metric eontinua we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.6 19, Theorem 'i}. Weakly confiuent im.ages of hereditarily locally
connected continua are hereditarily locally connected.

We shali prove the following generalization of the above theorems.

THEOREM 3.7 Locally weakly confiuent images of hereditarily locally connected
continua are hereditarily localiy connected.

Proof. The proof eonsists of several steps.
Step 1. Let f: X-->Y be a loeally eonfluent mapping and let X be hereditarily
loeally eonneeted. By virtue of [11, Lemma 1.5, p. 70] Y is loeally conneeted.
Step 2. By Theorem 2.3 there exists a (J - direeted inverse system X = {XIl'
Pab, A}of metric hereditarily loeally eonneeted eontinua and monotone bonding
mappings sueh that X is homeomorphic to limX. Similarly, by Theorem 1.3 there
exists a (J - direeted inverse system Y = {Ya, qab, B} of metrie locally eonneeted
eontinua and monotone bonding mappings sueh that Y is homeomorphie to limY.
Step 3. There exists a bo EB such that each m.apping qJ: X--> YC is locally weakly
confluent. From the assumption that fis loeally weakly eonfluent it follows that
for eaeh yEY there exists an open set V(y) sueh that flf-l(CIV(y)): f-l(ClV(y))-->
ClV(y) is weakly eonfluent. The eompaetness ofY implies that there exists a finite
subeover V = {V(Yl), ... , V(Yn)} of the eover {V(y): YEY}. There exists a bo EB
sueh that for eaeh e2bo there exists a eover Vc with the property that q;l(Vc)
is one whieh refines V. Let us prove that qc is weakly eonfluent for a fixed e2bo.
Let yc be any point of Vc. There exists a member Vc of Vc such that yc EVc.
Moreover, there exists a V(Yi)E V sueh that q;l(Vc)<;;;V(Yi). Now, let K, be a
subcontinuum of Cl(Vc). Then q;l(Kc) is a subeontinuum of CI(V(Yi)) since qc
is monotone. We infer that there exists a subeontinuum C of X, C<;;;f-l(q;l(Kc)),
sueh that f(C) = q;l(Kc) sinee fis locally weakly eonfluent. Clearly, qc(f(C)) =
Kc. Hence, q.f is loeally weakly eonfluent.
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Step 4. Let bo be as in Step 3. For each c;::::bothere exists an a(c)EA and a
mapping rc: Xa(c) --->YC such that q.f = rcPa(c). This follows from the fact that
YC is a metric space and from Theorem 1.1. We have the followingdiagram

~ x
(1)

Step 5. Every mapping rc is locally weakly confiuent. This followsfrom Theorems
2.7 and Proposition 2.1 of [5J.
Step 6. Each space YC is hereditarily locally connected .. This is a consequence
of Theorem 3.5 since rc is locally weakly conftuent (Step 5.) 'and Xa(c), YC are
metric spaces.
Step 7. Theorem 2.1 implies that Y is hereditarily locally connected. The proof
of this Theorem is now completed .•

Now we consider the inverse systems of hereditarily locally connected eon-
tinua. We will give a partial answer to [7, Problem 9.1O.J mentioned at the
beginning of the Introduction.

THEOREM 3.8 The following two statements are equivalent:
(i) The limit of an inoerse sequence of hereditarilsj loeally connected eontinua
with surjectioe monotone bonding mappings is hereditarily loeally eonneeted,
(ii) The limit of an inuerse sequenee of metru: hereditarily loeally eonnected
eontinua with surjeetive monotone bonding mappings is herediiarilsj loeally eon-
nected.

Proof. It. suffices t.o prove t.hat the limit of an inverse sequence of heredit.arily
locally connect.ed continua with surjective monotone bonding mapping is hered-
it.arily locally connected if the limit of an inverse sequence of met.ric hereditarily
locally connected continua with surjective monotone bonding mapping is hered-
itarily locally connected. The proof consists of several steps.
Step 1. By virtue of Theorem 2.3 for each Xn there exists a (J - directed inverse
system

(2)

such that each X(n,a,.) is a metric hereditarily locally connected continuum, each
f(n.an)(n.bn) is monotone and X, is homeomorphic to limX(n).
Step 2. Put B = {(n, an ) : an EAn , nEW} and put C to be the set of all
countable subsets c of B of the form

(3)
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Step 3. Let D be a subset of C containing all cEC for which there exists the
monotone surjective mappings

(4)

such that
9(n-l,on_l )(n,oo)

<--

(5)
is an inverse sequence and each diagram

x; P~I Xn+1

1/(n.on) 1/(n+l.on+l) • (6)
9(o,o.n)(0+I,o.n+ I)

X(n,a.,,) <-- X(n+1,an+.)

commutes, where f(n,an) : X, ->X(n,an) is the canonical projection. Let us note
that from the commutativity of diagram (6) it follows that g(n,an)(n+1,an+.) is
monotone and surjective.
Step 4. The set D is non - empty. Moreouer, for each countable subset {di:
iEN}, di = {(j , a;j) : JEN}, there exists a dED such that d = {(I, ad , (2 ,
a2) ,. } and for each iEN a, ~a;j), JEN.
Proof of Step 4. By virtue of the (J' - directedness of Al there exists an al EAl
such that al ~a~j), JEN.The space X(1,a.) is a metric compact space and there
exists a mapping f(1,a.)P12: X2 ->X(1,a.)' By virtue of Theorem 1.1 there exists
an a2 EA2 such that for each b~a2 there is a mapping g(1,a.)(2,b): X(2,b) ->X(I,a.)
with f(l,a.)P12 = g(1,a.)(2,b)f(2,b),i.e., the diagram

XI

1/(1.01) 1/(2,b)

X 9(1,01)(2.b) X
(I .o i ) <-- (2,b)

commutes. By virtue of the (J' - directedness of A2 we may assume that a2 2:a~j),
JEN. Suppose that (1 , ad, (2, a2), ... , (n , 3n) are defined such that the diagram
(6) commutes for nE{l, 2, ... , n - I}. We define 3n+l EAn+l considering the
space X(n,an) and the mapping f(n,an)Pnn+l: Xn+1 ->X(n,an)' Again, by Theorem
1.1 there exists an 3n+l EAn+l such that for each b2:3n+l there is a mapping
g(n,an)(n+l,b): X(n+l,b) ->X(n,an) with f(n,an)Pnn+l = g(n,an)(n+1,b)f(n+l,b), i.e., the
diagram

PI2<--

(7)

Xn

1/(n,on)
X 9{n,an)(n+l,o.b) X

(n,an) <-- (n+l,ab)

commutes. By virtue of the (J' - directedness of An+1 we may assume that
3n+1 2:a~ll' JEN.By induction on nEN ,dED with the required property d =
{(I, al) , (2 , a2) , ... } is defined.

Pnn+l<--

(8)
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Step 5. We define a partial order on D as follows. Let dj ,d2 be a pair of members
of D such that dj = {(I, ad , (2 , a2) , ... } and d2 = {(I, bd , (2 , b2) ,. }.
We write d2 :Sdl if and only if bi :Sa.;for each iEJN. From Step 4. it follows that
(D , :s ) is a - directed.
Step 6. For each dED the limit space Xd of the inuerse sequence (5) is a metric
hereditaTily locally connected continuum (by the assumption of the Theorem}
and the projections g(n,an): Xd --->X(n,an)are monotone. Moreouer, there exists a
mapping Fd: X--->Xd. The existence of Fd follows from the commutativity of the
diagram (6).
Step 7. If dl = {(I, al) , (2 , a2) , ... } , d2 = {(I, bi) , (2 , b2) , ... } and
d2 2dl, then for each nEJN commutes thediagram

1f(n,4n}{n,bn) lf(n+l'Qn+l)(n+l,b~+d (9)
9(71.,471.)(n+l,471.+l)

X(n,an) <-- X(n+l,an+d

This follows from the commutativity of the diagrams of the form (6) for dl and
d2, i.e., from the commutativity of the diagrams

Xn+l

1f(n+l,on+l)

X(n+l,an+d

(10)

and Pnn+l<--

lf(n.bn) lf(n+l,bn+1) (11)
9(n,bn)(n+l,bn+ I)

X(n,bn) <-- X(n+l,bn+d'
Step 8. From Step 7. it follows that for dj, d2 ED with d2 2dj there exists a
mapping Fd1d2: ~2 --->Xd1(see [2, p. 138]) such that Fd1 = Fdld2Fd2'
Step 9. Let dl , d2 , d3 ED and let dl :Sd2 :Sd3· Then Fd1d3 = Fdld2Fd2d3' This
follows from Step 7. and the commutativity condition in each inverse system
X(n) = {X(n,an) , f(n,an)(n,bn), An} (see (2) of Step l.).
Step 10. The collection {Xd, Fde ,D} is an inuerse system of metric hereditar-
ily locally connected continua with monotone bonding mappings whose inuerse
limit XD is a hereditaTily locally connected continuum. Moreouer, the projec-
tions Fd:XD --->Xd, dED, are monotone and suTjective.

Apply Steps l. - 9. and Theorem 2.l.
Step 11. There is a homeomorphism F : X--->XD.

By Step 6. and Step 8. for each dED there is a mapping Fd : X--->Xd such that
Fdl = Fdld2Fd2for d2 2dl. This means that there exists a mapping F : X--->XD
[2, p. 138]. Let us prove that F is 1 - l. Take a pair x , y of distinct points of X.
There exists an nEJN such that x., = Pn(x) and Y» = Pn(Y) are distinct points of
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Xn. Now, there exists an (n , an) such that f(n,an)(xn) and f(n,an)(Yn) are
distinct points of

X(n,an)' From Step 4. it follows that there is a dED such that d = {(1 , al)
, (2 , a2) , ... (n, an), ... }. We infer that Fd(x) and Fd(Y) are distinct points of
Xd. Thus, F is 1 - l. It remains to prove that the mapping F is a surjection.
Let x be a point of XD. For each dED, d = {(1 , al) , (2 , a2) , ... }, we have a
point Fd(x). Now, we have the points g(n,an)Fd(x) in X(n,an) and the subsets Yn =
f(n~an)(g(n,an)Fd(x)) of Xn. From the commutativity of the diagrams (6) it follows
that Pmn(Yn)C;;;Ym, mS;n. This means that Y = {Yn, Pnm!Ym, IN} is an inverse
sequence of compact spaces. Thus, Y d = lim Y is a non-empty subset of X. It is
readily seen that the collection {Yd: dED} has the finite intersection property.
Thus, Y = n{Yd: dED} is non - empty. For each yEY we have Fd(Y) = Fd(x),
dED. Thus, F(y) = x.The pro of of this Step is complete.
Step 12. X is hereditarily locally connected. From Step 10. it follows that F :
X---7XD is a homeomorphism onto XD. Thus, X is hereditarily locally connected
since XD is hereditarily locally connected (Step 9.). The proof of the Theorem is
corriplete .•

We close this section with the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.9 The following two statements are equivalent:
(i) The limit of an inverse system of hereditarily locally connected continua with
surjective monotone bonding mappings is hereditarily locally connected.
(ii) The limit of an inverse sequence of hereditarily locally connected metric
continua with surjective monotone bonding mappings is hereditm'ily locally eon-
nected.

Proof. Consider the inverse system X". = {X"" P",r, A".}. By virtue of Theorem
2.1 limX is hereditarily locally connected if and only if each X", is a hereditarily
locally connected cont.inuum. Theorem 3.8 completes the proof..
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BILJEŠKA O NASLJEDNO LOKALNO POVEZANIM

KONTINUUMIMA

Sažetak

U djelu [lOJ detaljno su izučeni metrički nasljedno lokalno povezani kontin-
uumi. U radu [9J pokazano je da neke od karakterizacija iz -djela [lOJ vrijede
i u nemetričkom slučaju. U ovom radu pokazujemo da je nasljedna lokalna
povezanost ciklički proširljiva i reducibilna i u nemetričkom slučaju. Analogna je
situacija i u posebnom slučaju takozvanih (7 - koherentnih kontinuuma. Na kraju
rada izučavani su inverzni sistemi nasljedno lokalno povezanih kontinuuma i dan
je djelomičan odgovor na jedno pitanje [7, Problem 9.10.J.

Ključne riječi : Inverzni sistem, nasljedno lokalno povezan, (7 - koherentan,
slabo konfluentno preslikavanje.
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